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“A well organised show. Ideal for those looking 
to grow in the west Africa market.  Vibrant, 

busy and great contacts made.”  
Ben White 

Key Relationship Director
British Corner Shop, UK

2022 SHOW BROCHURE & 2021 POST SHOW REPORT
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OVER 85% 
REBOOKED 

ONSITE IN 2021



THANK YOU TO OUR 2021 SPONSORS, AND PARTNERS 

INTRODUCTION

NEW FOR 2022!
 ✔ New International Pavilions
 ✔ Show expanding into new halls
 ✔ New International Exhibitors
 ✔ New VIP attendees
 ✔ New exciting brands
 ✔ New opportunities

 ✔ New features

2021 SHOW SUMMARY:
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Wow! What a show!

Food and Beverage (FAB) West Africa 
was the first international exhibition 
to take place on Nigerian soil since 
the beginning of the pandemic. The 
exhibition was the trailblazer for the 
Nigerian exhibition industry, which 
makes it all the more satisfying to 
see the thirst for exhibitions and 
to do business is bigger than ever. 
A new company record was set by 
the amount of 2021 exhibitors that 
rebooked their exhibition space for 
the 2022 edition onsite – So much 
so that, we will be expanding the 
exhibition into three halls next year.

The exhibition was held in line with 
the ‘Global All Secure Standard’ 
framework for the safe reopening of 
exhibitions, with various measures 
taken to ensure peoples safety 
onsite. The exhibition hosted over 
120 exhibitors from across the world 
and 3,400+ attendees and there has 
been zero evidence of any COVID 
transmission onsite. This highlights 
how possible it is to host international 
exhibitions at present, and that safety 
measures do not have to compromise 
business opportunities and 
networking. We would like to say a 
special thank you to Lagos Sate Safety 
Commission and the Landmark Centre, 

for their support and hard work in 
ensuring a safe environment for all in 
attendance.

FAB West Africa will be reverting 
back to our usual June dates in 2022, 
with the event taking place on June 
14-16th 2022. We look forward to 
hosting the largest edition to date 
and bringing the global food and 
beverage market to West Africa. The 
exhibition is now fully established 
as the leading F&B platform across 
the African continent and we look 
forward to hosting more buyers, more 
importers, more market leaders and 
more innovators in 2022.

3492 
ATTENDEES

121 
EXHIBITORS

59
HOSTED VIP 

BUYERS

15+ PRESS 
HOUSES AND 

MEDIA OUTLETS

SME ZONE 
WITH 20 LOCAL 

EXHIBITORS

VIP

Gold Sponsors:

Show Partners:

Silver Sponsor: Media Partners:Professional Partners:

CASA
DE CAMPO



EXHIBITOR BREAKDOWN

EXHIBITOR FEEDBACK:
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2021 EXHIBITOR CATEGORIES INCLUDED:
BEVERAGES - 19%

FMCG - 17%

KITCHEN/RETAIL EQUIPMENT - 17%

CONFECTIONARY - 11%

RICE, PULSE, CEREALS - 8%

DAIRY - 7%

MACHINERY AND PACKAGING - 5%

INGREDIENTS - 5%

OTHER - 11%

EXHIBITOR REGIONS:

95% 
Would recommend 

this exhibition to other 
companies

85% 
Booked a stand onsite  

for 2022

90% 
Were more than happy 

with the quality and 
quality of visitors

96% 
Were happy that they 

participated

AFRICA  52%

EUROPE 26%

ASIA  17% 

MIDDLE EAST  5%

5% MIDDLE EAST

This is one of the most important exhibitions for us in 
Nigeria. It will boost our new products and other products 
we have just launched”

Hassan Ghaddar
Director - Sales & Distribution
Mamuda Group, Nigeria

The potential of the West African market is huge! FAB is a 
great opportunity not only for Indonesia but for all countries 
around the world. The Nigerian customers are very good, we 
meet many distributors and importers here. We are already 
looking forward to being here again next year!”

Hendro Manurung
Director
Indonesia Trade Promotion Center 

Food and Beverage West Africa is sub-Saharan Africa’s largest and premier 
exhibition catering for the food and beverage market. We will expanding into 
three halls for the 2022 edition and we will be hosting 200+ exhibitors and 
10+ country pavilions.

Our exhibitor profile is one that includes all of the key areas of the F&B 
industry. From catering equipment to alcoholic beverages, FMCG goods to 
retail solutions, world foods to manufacturing solutions. The entire Food and 
Beverage value chain is well represented amongst the exhibitors with potential 
buyers and partners in abundance amongst our visitors from each sector.

52%
AFRICA

17%
ASIA

26%
EUROPE



VISITOR BREAKDOWN
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VISITOR JOB TITLES 89% 
were successful in 

finding new suppliers 
for their business 

93% 
attended to look for 

new partners and 
suppliers 

It is our first year to attend the exhibition and we 
have found it very successful and we intend to exhibit for 
the exhibition next year. ”

Abobakr Hassan
Export Director
Kenana Food Industries
Egypt

35%
SENIOR MANAGER 

(MD /CEO)

28%
PURCHASING / 
PROCUREMENT

17%
SALES / BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT

9%
PRODUCTION

6%
MARKETING/ 

PR

5%
OTHER

WHO ATTENDS:

18%
IMPORTER

10%
COMMERCIAL 

KITCHEN

25%
TRADER / 

DISTRIBUTOR 

16%
RETAILER

21%
COMMERCIAL 

KITCHEN/FOOD 
SERVICES

6%
HOSPITALITY

4%
OTHER

The Food and Beverage West Africa exhibition is proud 
to be partnered with the key associations and societies 
from across the West African F&B sector. We are the only 
exhibition partnered with bodies such:

• The National Association of Supermarket 
Operators of Nigeria (NASON)

• The Restaurant and Food Services Proprietors 
Association of Nigeria (REFSPAN)

• National Association of Nigerian Traders (NANT’s)
• Nigerian Hotel and Catering Institute (NHCI)
• Conference of All Agri Business in Nigeria (CABIN)

This enables to bring the highest level of quality visitors 
through the doors of the event throughout the three days. 

Our partnerships with the largest traditional market 
places for F&B trade right across the country is just 
another key reason which sets our exhibition apart from 
others in the arena. We were delighted to sponsor and 
host no less than 59 VIP’s from across the region as our 
hosted buyers at the 2021 edition who were all very well 
received by our exhibitors.
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Nigeria is the most populated 
country in Africa with a 

population of over 212million 
people. Lagos, the commercial 
hub of the country, alone has 
a over 14million people and is 
Africa’s most populated city.

- WorldoMeters

In 2020, Nigeria spent 
$4.5 billion on food 
imports, including 

$1.5billion on Milk and 
Dairy products. 

Nigerian’s spent $55.1billion on 
food in 2019. Potato’s, yams and 
plaintain are the most consumed 
food items at $6billion, followed 
by rice, $4.6Bn and vegetables  

at $4.1Bn.  

The Nigerian Food & 
Beverage sector is the 

largest segment of 
their manufacturing 

industry at 22.5%

The Nigerian Food 
& Beverage sector 
is estimated to be 

worth $19.5 billion.

THE NIGERIAN MARKET

ABOUT VENUE:
The Landmark Centre is West Africa’s premier 
venue for exhibitions, conferences and trade 
shows. With a capacity for over 25,000 people, the 
venue is the first choice for exhibition organisers 
from all around the world to use in Nigeria.
The Landmark Centre is located in the business 
hub and upmarket area of Victoria Island, Lagos. 
Positioned right on the coast of the Atlantic Ocean 
the venue has a truly iconic backdrop of the 
exhibition centre with its beautiful views of the 
ocean. 

The Landmark Centre is part of the newly formed 
Landmark Village. The Landmark Village provides 
world class facilities for exhibitors and visitors 
to wine and dine long into the evening once the 
exhibition closes with 5 star dining at the Asian 
fusion restaurant Shiro, and the world famous 
Hard Rock Café. There is also the newly opened 
Landmark Beach club, which offers exhibitors the 
opportunity to soak in the sunshine whilst relaxing 
on a beach which is on par with any across the 
world.



DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...

1

www.fab-westafrica.com

@fabwestafrica 

+44 (0) 2476 158 099CONTACT US FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ABOUT 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
WEST AFRICA 2022

1

info@fab-westafrica.com

@fabwestafrica

Book your stand today!

It’s a great show if you want 
to grow your business in West 
Africa. We’ve been exhibiting 
here for the past 5 years, we 
see a lot of leads from the 
neighbouring countries, not 
just Nigeria.””

Viral Patel 
Operations Director
Nasco, UK 

Ever since this exhibition began it 
has been out of this world. Fantastic.

Our exposure onsite was better than 
any social media platform and we have 
upped the stakes and booked a larger 
space for 2022.”

Karim Khalil
BDM
Emel Corporate Solutions, Nigeria

We’ve always worked 
with FAB, it’s a great 
platform for us! We get a lot 
of leads from the show every 
year, so we are here again!” 

Tunde Ogunrinde
CEO   
Just Food 

We get a lot of attraction from 
FAB. It is a great opportunity to 
showcase your product offerings 
to people from different industries 
within the food service space.  
We have met a lot of prospects 
here – It’s a great idea to take 
part in this show!”

Deji Oyinlola 
Managing Director
Macadams Baking Systems Nigeria 


